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you can get happier and getting there will be the adventure of your
lifetime instant 1 new york times bestseller in build the life you want
arthur c brooks and oprah winfrey invite you to begin a journey toward
greater happiness no matter how challenging your circumstances
drawing on cutting edge science and their years of helping people
translate ideas into action they show you how to improve your life
right now instead of waiting for the outside world to change with
insight compassion and hope brooks and winfrey reveal how the tools of
emotional self management can change your life immediately they
recommend practical research based practices to build the four pillars
of happiness family friendship work and faith and along the way they
share hard earned wisdom from their own lives and careers as well as the
witness of regular people whose lives are joyful despite setbacks and
hardship equipped with the tools of emotional self management and ready
to build your four pillars you can take control of your present and
future rather than hoping and waiting for your circumstances to
improve build the life you want is your blueprint for a better life self
development create and attract the life you want by making changes
from the inside out inner development and self transformation can turn
many dreams into reality allowing you to have a fulfilling life and make
a positive difference in the lives of others these words express raymond
gerson s deep conviction that you can have the life you imagine and desire
by making the right type of changes from within sharing powerful insights
drawn from his own experiences he reveals a pathway to life dreams that
most of us have in common instead of conducting the typical outer
search for what you want you will learn how to attract what you
desire and to create a life well worth living discover ideas for
determining a higher purpose that gives you peace of mind attracting and
keeping the right mate finding work you love and do well making a positive
difference in the lives of others experiencing fulfillment in life it s time to
release yourself from stress money worries and other people s agendas
start living your life the way that you were born to live the author
has coached over 1 000 people in many countries to find meaning
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fulfilment and happiness in their lives now it s your turn this book will
show you in easy simple practical steps what you need to do to release
your spirit and your energies to create the life you want this is about
doing what you love for the benefit of other people and being paid for
your work deep inside you already know what you want this book will
find it for you and make living the life you want your reality don t delay
start today doing what you love to do and being paid for it don t wait
until tomorrow for the life you want today dr creflo a dollar
illuminates eight steps to the magnificent life you crave confidence peace
and abundant life we all long for these things in this life changing book
author and renowned pastor dr creflo a dollar challenges readers to
stop wishing for a satisfying life instead dr dollar proclaims we should
be claiming the success that god promises today we do not have to be
defined by past failures or mediocrity we must move forward into the
richness available to us right now god has designed a glorious destiny
for each of us and all we have to do is take hold of it in order to seize
our destiny each of us must be willing to radically transform our lives
if you don t like the way you feel says dollar you ve got to change the
way you think by taking manageable steps along the way each of us can
achieve life to the fullest until it overflows lucy tobin personal finance
editor at the london evening standard shares the secrets to living a high
life on a low budget bursting with original ideas for saving spending
stretching and making money this book is an entertaining and unbeatable
guide to living the life you want for less and having fun while you re
doing it do you want to eat out at the best restaurants without
denting the wallet looking for ways to make your money go further need
some more cash but not sure how to earn it live the life you want for
less has the answers it s all in an ausperity lifestyle what kind of life do
you want for yourself what choices will create this kind of life in his
new york times bestseller happier positive psychology expert tal ben
shahar taught us how to become happier through simple exercises now in
choose the life you want he has a new life changing lesson to share
drawing on the latest psychological research ben shahar shows how
making the right choices not the big once in a lifetime choices but the
countless small choices we make every day almost without noticing has
a direct long lasting impact on our happiness every single moment is an
opportunity to make a conscious choice for a happy and fulfilled life
choose the life you want covers 101 such choices complete with real
life stories to help you identify and act on opportunities large and small
in building the life you want everyday embark on a transformative
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journey to create the life you desire not someday but starting today
this book offers a practical roadmap for building the life you want one
step at a time each day presents a fresh opportunity to align your
actions with your dreams and this guide will empower you to make the
most of every day unlock the secrets of daily intentionality and
discover how small consistent efforts can lead to significant life
changes with actionable advice inspiring stories and proven strategies
you ll learn how to set achievable daily goals overcome obstacles and
stay motivated on your path to success whether you aspire to achieve
personal professional or spiritual goals building the life you want
everyday provides the guidance and inspiration to transform your life
start today and watch as your daily efforts culminate in the life you
ve always envisioned are you ready to embrace the power of everyday
success and build the life you want one day at a time dive into this book
and let the journey begin live the life you really want is about things
you need to know to get and live the life you really want it shows you
how to discover who you really are and how to create the life you
really want this book can help you to find true happiness and
satisfaction in life to live life the way you really want to live it
looking to make a positive change in your life maybe you ve read a few
self help books and think you know what you need to do maybe some
positive thinking making a resolution or simply wishing for happiness well
here s some news none of this is going to help you simply don t get things
in life just by wishing for them in you can change your life top
psychologist rob yeung investigates ways of making change stick he
offers the most up to date thinking on the skills beliefs and methods that
will help you to change your life rooted in evidence based research and
based on proven strategies and treatments rob offers a new perspective
and new techniques to enable you to transform your life or simply work
out what s stopping you from achieving your goals you can lose weight
feel more positive give up a bad habit get ahead at work or improve
anything about yourself whatever you want to achieve you will feel
inspired by the practical advice in this fascination book and be able to
tackle change with confidence the reason i choose to write this book is
that i love to see others empowered with the necessary information and
tools to eliminate unnecessary pitfalls if we are willing to share our
experiences and information we have gained along the way with others
whether via an audience a book or just conversation we have not lived in
vain i believe each generation should be better than the previous
generation we can only share information with those who are willing to
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listen and learn change how you use your mind make personal success a
fact not a dream achieve what you want in life using six mental laws
for success harnessing the power of your subconscious mind boost your
self confidence and self belief the author explains in a psychological
context how the mind works and how this knowledge can be used to
improve the quality of your life in many positive ways chris smith former
director of wellmind training ltd this book does not indulge the reader
with reasons why you cannot achieve what you want in life instead it
suggests you become aware of what is stopping you jenny lynn co
founder of the open mind college achieve what you want in life includes
the basic psychological concepts the author used during his 23 years as
a successful professional therapist life can be discouraging but taking
charge can be empowering by pinpointing what it is you re unhappy with
and making goals to turn things around you can create a life you want
this book provides you with tips ideas and suggestions to help you take
charge of your life regardless of what it is you re trying to change the
book is broken down into sections general planning motivation to keep
you going and five parts dedicated to individual categories of life
changes money career health relationships and making a difference if you
re looking to take charge of your life and turn it into something you
love then you ve come to the right place while it won t be easy these
pages will help you on your journey live the life you want is like no
other book you have read in essence the story is about the author s life
but it is not about him it is about you what that means is that no
matter what your life has been you will find parts of it or even all of it
in this book tom was born to a totally dysfunctional family where
physical mental and emotional abuse was almost a daily occurrence
having been told all his life that he had been born useless he finally
arrived at a point at the age of eight where he felt the only option left
was to take his own life when that attempt failed miserably in his child s
mind he had the final proof that everything his parents had said was true
and even god had abandoned him tom always finds a positive no matter
what life deals to him however and the positive admittedly not realised
until many years later from this event was that he took responsibility
for all that was to come from that day forth leaving home at the age
of seventeen he pursued a love of martial arts in the royal new zealand
navy and a master in the chinese arts whom he met in kowloon set tom on
a path that would change everything in his life live the life you want is
more than a book having achieved every personal and business goal he has
ever set for himself tom realised that there is more to success than just
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being told what you need to do even more importantly you need the how
and this book combines as a manual in that it does provide that elusive
how in the form of checklists and exercises and stories it would be
difficult to understand how anyone could read and apply themselves to
the information here and not measurably change their life in the process
the book is written in the simplest language and terms and the age of
people who have already benefited from it to date ranges from eight to
the mid seventies creating a life you want for your life might seem like a
frivolous fantastical waste of time but it s not creating a compelling
vision of the life you want is actually one of the most effective
strategies for achieving the life of your dreams perhaps the best way to
look at the concept of a life vision is as a compass to help guide you to
take the best actions and make the right choices that help propel you
toward your best life how can you go about expecting good things to
happen to you every day well much in the same way that you would
expect the visit of a dear friend or relative of yours or indeed a very
important person vip coming to visit you how do you do that i suppose
you plan then prepare to have them in your place right so that s exactly
how you can expect good things to happen in your life you plan for them
and then prepare to receive them and this planner is designed to help you
do exactly that plan and position yourself to receive or attain your
goals ������� ����������������� ���� ���������������
100�������� �������������� ��������� ����������� what
if you could create the life you want just by making some simple changes
well guess what you can living the life you truly desire isn t as
complicated as it seems your dreams are totally within your reach just
by making a few changes understanding what those changes need to be is
the key to transforming your life in this book you will learn the simple
tools to help you get clear on what you want uncover your real
purpose create an action plan to achieve your goals stop putting off
your dreams create better relationships and start living at your highest
potential make a commitment to yourself to create positive change
start taking action today and begin enjoying the life you desire and
deserve finally a book that shows you how to smile more often have
more money in your pocket and achieve your wildest dreams do you want
to virtually guarantee your success do you want to crumple up that
to do list and throw it in the trash are you tired of listening to that
whiny coworker neighbor of yours complain about their uncle s daddy s
stepsister then it s time for you to take control in control how to get
the life you want the way you want it you ll learn how to simplify
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your life how to make sure you never go broke how to achieve your
goals and why most people don t how to get rid of whiners and
complainers for good how to simplify decisions and get more done in
record time how to identify the reason you were born and much much more
if you re ready to walk into a room and command it at any moment know
that your bank account will always be full and be admired by everyone
you know then you re ready to take control what kind of life would
you want to live if money were no object and you had all the free time in
the world would you travel would you treat your friends and family
would drive fast cars and live in the house of your dreams whatever
you may want to have or experience in your life you can learn how to
turn that vision into a reality the author of the million copy bestseller
do what you love the money will follow now delivers a provocative
sequel which shows readers how to embrace the seven inner qualities of
effective fulfilled entrepreneurs a practical handbook for anyone who
wants to do what they love for a living the life you want is just within
reach are you tired of not living up to your potential are you finding
nothing but struggle and heartache as you go through life day in and
day out or has your life just become dull in the life you want the key to
a happy and fulfilling life author brigitte novalis gives you the key to
open the door to a happier new life with her background as an intuitive
healer and therapist novalis has already changed the lives of countless
people for the better and with the valuable information and meditations
inside this book your new life is even closer than you think that s because
it all starts with you once you accept that only you can change your
mindset everything soon becomes crystal clear the uplifting message and
potent exercises contained within this book will guide you to the life you
ve always wanted and deserved so stop worrying about the past or
future buy your copy today and start taking charge of your life
because a happier new life is out there waiting for you we know what
you want we want it too you want a life where you know you married
the right person where you know that you are doing your god given
purpose where you can raise your families in peace and when it is your
time to die you can embrace that transition knowing that you made a
lasting difference in the world what if we told you the life you dreamed
about was more than just a figment of your imagination what if the life
you want is the one you were always meant to have in their book build
your best life kylan and rebecca openly share lessons they have learned
that have helped them on their journey how do you build your life it
starts ends and is filled to the brim with you to build your best life you
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must be willing to apply knowledge not simply collect it because your
life will only be as successful as the lessons you are willing to master
so to a build a better life you must build a better you from worst to
first in health and well being that is the mantra of body for life author
bill phillips as he lays out this personalized realistic plan to help people
become healthier happier and more alive concerned by the unhealthy
physical and emotional trends in u s populations bill firmly believes the
well being of the country can be completely transformed in 10 years one
person at a time after reading this book you ll believe it too bill uses
personal examples and touching stories to exemplify that real people can
and have overcome their worst to truly reinvent their lives in his 18
week transformation program you ll learn how to achieve a sustainable
healthy lifestyle how to transcend your unhealthy habits how to
harness the power of a positive mindset how to heal emotions and find
happiness and how to live more deeply and compassionately
transformation is a process of reshaping your whole person if body for
life was a manual for the physique transformation is the how to guide
for invigorating the body mind and soul when you make healthy changes in
your life you are able to make a meaningful difference in the lives of
others and ultimately that is what transformation is all about
creating the life you want to live from average to amazing in 30 days is
a compact no nonsense guide to living a rich and fulfilling life and
managing the obstacles on your path to that life dr dial shares proven
strategies for improving your self image boosting your confidence making
well informed decisions and minimizing the negative forces in your life she s
the best friend that tells it to you straight while making you laugh and
your therapist all rolled into one dr dial knows the obstacles you face
in making changes in your life and she knows how to help you overcome
them life is full of surprises just when you thought you were destined to
live an unremarkable life you realize you don t have to settle and you
find the courage to make a change just when you d given up on a goal or
lifelong dream something or someone gives you the strength and
determination to make it a reality change is hard and dr drema dial doesn
t sugarcoat that fact but she also knows the hard work that change
requires is worth it and that we are all capable of more than we think
we are in ten concise chapters dr dial addresses topics essential to an
amazing life from practicing self care and listening to your inner compass
to improving your communication skills and managing toxic people she
also includes real life stories of individuals who have taken control of
their destinies and changed their lives for the better whether you want
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to replace a bad habit with a healthy one or you want to improve a
relationship dr dial s book and her amazing 30 challenge is a great place
to start your transformation you choose your goal and dr dial
provides tools information and weekly assignments to inspire and
motivate you along the way follow her advice and you ll be well on
your way to a life you want to live traditional chinese edition of get
the life you want the secrets to quick and lasting life change with neuro
linguistic programming through these 3 steps and 47 exercises richard
bandler is able to help us make personal changes that psycho therapy
sometimes can t in traditional chinese distributed by tsai fong books inc
this book felt like a good friend i recommend this book for people going
through a tough time and who are ready to help themselves but dont
know where to begin the success bridge on the front cover immediately
felt as if this book would get me to the other side there are lots of
books out there telling us what we should be doing and as a reader im
often left thinking yes i know but please tell me how this book is easy to
read easy to understand extremely educational and packed with
invaluable powerful inspirational instructions and suggestions there is
an awful lot covered so much so it felt like the good travel guide for
our mind however the fact that absolutely everything was covered made
this book so modern and refreshing in its view of the times we live in right
now sandra a self help book addict instant new york times and usa
today bestseller republican presidential candidate nikki haley s intimate
and inspirational book celebrates the world s most iconic women leaders
if you want something said ask a man if you want something done ask a
woman margaret thatcher in the spirit of thatcher s quote ambassador
nikki r haley offers inspiring examples of women who worked against
obstacles and opposition to get things done including haley herself as a
brown girl growing up in bamberg south carolina no one would have
predicted she would become the first minority female governor in america
the first female and the first minority governor in south carolina or the
u s ambassador to the united nations her journey wasn t an easy one she
faced many people who thought she didn t belong and who told her so she
was too brown too female too young too conservative too principled
too idealistic as far as nikki was concerned those were not reasons to
hold her back those were all reasons to forge ahead she drew inspiration
from other trailblazing women throughout history who summoned the
courage to be different and lead this personal and compelling book
celebrates ten remarkable women who dared to be bold from household
names like margaret thatcher and israel s former prime minister golda meir
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to jeane kirkpatrick the first female u s ambassador to the united nations
to lesser known leaders like human rights activist cindy warmbier
education advocate virginia walden ford civil rights pioneer claudette
colvin and more woven with stories from haley s own childhood and
political career if you want something done will inspire the next
generation of leaders 12 month goal setting journal for growing the life
you ve always wanted have you ever asked lord what do you want me
to do this question could come during times of stress or hardship but it
could also be simply our desire to do what he wants us to do this book
is a guide for a variety of situations or circumstances where we need
divine guidance all we have to do is ask him for it one thing is certain none
of us wants to come to the end of our life and realize we lived without
ever sincerely asking the lord what he wanted us to do blessed is the man
or woman who can say on their deathbed lord i did what you wanted me
to do this will not happen unless we make it happen obedience to the lord
s commands often slips by without us asking am i doing what the lord
wants me to do is there anything more important than this i don t think
so open your heart for what the lord wants for you thou wilt keep him
in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on thee because he trusts in thee
isaiah 26 3 you can live easy hard or hard easy this law will inevitably
play itself out so why not stop sabotaging your goals and
relationships and use it to your advantage this book will help you
thoroughly understand what s getting in the way of making the changes
you want and how to apply this law when faced with tough decisions
are you happy truly happy the good news is you can have everything you
want in your life inside you will learn how to know what you really
want how to stop waiting for life to happen how to improve your
health your home life and even your looks with just a few small changes
the step by step method to become anything you want to be the law of
attraction revealed and how to use it to get anything and everything
that you want in life there is a simple formula to get everything you
want in life just like a math problem or scientific formula happiness and
success in your life works the same way you truly can have anything
and everything that you want in life and it all starts with the first
step you must first know what you want to be able to build the type of
life that you want and deserve i ve seen a lot of people not living the
type of life they deserve to live i ve seen a lot of people struggling day
to day you don t have to live that way that s why i ve created this
very special book over the years i ve put together a proven roadmap for
living the type of life that you want to live if you follow what s inside
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this roadmap you truly can change your life for the better forever a no
nonsense guide to letting go of limitations and creating the life you
want now a life planning system that will produce immediate benefits in
your life one of the most pressing needs of young men and ladies in life
today is the need to locate and connect with the right partner or spouse
some know exactly who they want to settle down with however they
do not have the required skill needed in attracting the one they want this
book will give you the skills you need do you have a dream in this book i
show it is possible to create the dream life you have wanted as long as
you have the right mindset there are six parts to this book each part has
a different motivational theme i wanted to take you on a journey with
this book i will be using my posts to illustrate my message to you in
each section my hope is that by the time you reach the end of this book
you will be filled with the motivation to tackle the world and
whatever life has to throw at you my mission with this book is to help
you to see the true value of yourself and the life you lead to inspire
you to see that motivation and moments of true happiness are all
around you each part of this book is aim towards inspiring you to take
the necessary steps to chase your dream and create the life you have
always wanted something has always held you back from going out and
actively trying to achieve your dream what is it that is holding back
confidence fear lack of self worth laziness and excuses with this book
hopefully we can try and uncover those feelings and hit them head on
this is not a fix your life book by reading this book you will not
suddenly get everything you want there is no quick fix to achieving your
dream what this book does is put you in the right mindset to get out
there and tackle the world head on you have to put in the hard work
too this book is all about motivation and inspiration i hope this book
helps you to realise your dreams can come true and you are worthy of
the life you desire



Build the Life You Want 2023-09-12

you can get happier and getting there will be the adventure of your
lifetime instant 1 new york times bestseller in build the life you want
arthur c brooks and oprah winfrey invite you to begin a journey toward
greater happiness no matter how challenging your circumstances
drawing on cutting edge science and their years of helping people
translate ideas into action they show you how to improve your life
right now instead of waiting for the outside world to change with
insight compassion and hope brooks and winfrey reveal how the tools of
emotional self management can change your life immediately they
recommend practical research based practices to build the four pillars
of happiness family friendship work and faith and along the way they
share hard earned wisdom from their own lives and careers as well as the
witness of regular people whose lives are joyful despite setbacks and
hardship equipped with the tools of emotional self management and ready
to build your four pillars you can take control of your present and
future rather than hoping and waiting for your circumstances to
improve build the life you want is your blueprint for a better life

Create the Life You Want 2006-12

self development create and attract the life you want by making changes
from the inside out inner development and self transformation can turn
many dreams into reality allowing you to have a fulfilling life and make
a positive difference in the lives of others these words express raymond
gerson s deep conviction that you can have the life you imagine and desire
by making the right type of changes from within sharing powerful insights
drawn from his own experiences he reveals a pathway to life dreams that
most of us have in common instead of conducting the typical outer
search for what you want you will learn how to attract what you
desire and to create a life well worth living discover ideas for
determining a higher purpose that gives you peace of mind attracting and
keeping the right mate finding work you love and do well making a positive
difference in the lives of others experiencing fulfillment in life



Create the Life You Want 2017-09-21

it s time to release yourself from stress money worries and other people
s agendas start living your life the way that you were born to live the
author has coached over 1 000 people in many countries to find meaning
fulfilment and happiness in their lives now it s your turn this book will
show you in easy simple practical steps what you need to do to release
your spirit and your energies to create the life you want this is about
doing what you love for the benefit of other people and being paid for
your work deep inside you already know what you want this book will
find it for you and make living the life you want your reality don t delay
start today doing what you love to do and being paid for it

8 Steps to Create the Life You Want
2008-01-02

don t wait until tomorrow for the life you want today dr creflo a
dollar illuminates eight steps to the magnificent life you crave
confidence peace and abundant life we all long for these things in this life
changing book author and renowned pastor dr creflo a dollar
challenges readers to stop wishing for a satisfying life instead dr dollar
proclaims we should be claiming the success that god promises today we
do not have to be defined by past failures or mediocrity we must move
forward into the richness available to us right now god has designed a
glorious destiny for each of us and all we have to do is take hold of it
in order to seize our destiny each of us must be willing to radically
transform our lives if you don t like the way you feel says dollar you
ve got to change the way you think by taking manageable steps along
the way each of us can achieve life to the fullest until it overflows

Live the Life You Want for Less 2012-12-20

lucy tobin personal finance editor at the london evening standard shares
the secrets to living a high life on a low budget bursting with original
ideas for saving spending stretching and making money this book is an
entertaining and unbeatable guide to living the life you want for less and
having fun while you re doing it do you want to eat out at the best
restaurants without denting the wallet looking for ways to make your



money go further need some more cash but not sure how to earn it live
the life you want for less has the answers it s all in an ausperity
lifestyle

Choose the Life You Want: The Mindful Way to
Happiness 2014-03-11

what kind of life do you want for yourself what choices will create
this kind of life in his new york times bestseller happier positive
psychology expert tal ben shahar taught us how to become happier
through simple exercises now in choose the life you want he has a new
life changing lesson to share drawing on the latest psychological
research ben shahar shows how making the right choices not the big once
in a lifetime choices but the countless small choices we make every day
almost without noticing has a direct long lasting impact on our
happiness every single moment is an opportunity to make a conscious
choice for a happy and fulfilled life choose the life you want covers
101 such choices complete with real life stories to help you identify and
act on opportunities large and small

Building The Life You Want Everyday
2023-09-23

in building the life you want everyday embark on a transformative
journey to create the life you desire not someday but starting today
this book offers a practical roadmap for building the life you want one
step at a time each day presents a fresh opportunity to align your
actions with your dreams and this guide will empower you to make the
most of every day unlock the secrets of daily intentionality and
discover how small consistent efforts can lead to significant life
changes with actionable advice inspiring stories and proven strategies
you ll learn how to set achievable daily goals overcome obstacles and
stay motivated on your path to success whether you aspire to achieve
personal professional or spiritual goals building the life you want
everyday provides the guidance and inspiration to transform your life
start today and watch as your daily efforts culminate in the life you
ve always envisioned are you ready to embrace the power of everyday
success and build the life you want one day at a time dive into this book



and let the journey begin

Live the Life You Really Want 2015-05-18

live the life you really want is about things you need to know to get
and live the life you really want it shows you how to discover who
you really are and how to create the life you really want this book
can help you to find true happiness and satisfaction in life to live life the
way you really want to live it

You Can Change Your Life 2012-12-20

looking to make a positive change in your life maybe you ve read a few
self help books and think you know what you need to do maybe some
positive thinking making a resolution or simply wishing for happiness well
here s some news none of this is going to help you simply don t get things
in life just by wishing for them in you can change your life top
psychologist rob yeung investigates ways of making change stick he
offers the most up to date thinking on the skills beliefs and methods that
will help you to change your life rooted in evidence based research and
based on proven strategies and treatments rob offers a new perspective
and new techniques to enable you to transform your life or simply work
out what s stopping you from achieving your goals you can lose weight
feel more positive give up a bad habit get ahead at work or improve
anything about yourself whatever you want to achieve you will feel
inspired by the practical advice in this fascination book and be able to
tackle change with confidence

Create The Life You Want 2022-12-26

the reason i choose to write this book is that i love to see others
empowered with the necessary information and tools to eliminate
unnecessary pitfalls if we are willing to share our experiences and
information we have gained along the way with others whether via an
audience a book or just conversation we have not lived in vain i believe
each generation should be better than the previous generation we can
only share information with those who are willing to listen and learn



Achieve What You Want in Life 2014-06-13

change how you use your mind make personal success a fact not a dream
achieve what you want in life using six mental laws for success
harnessing the power of your subconscious mind boost your self
confidence and self belief the author explains in a psychological context
how the mind works and how this knowledge can be used to improve the
quality of your life in many positive ways chris smith former director of
wellmind training ltd this book does not indulge the reader with reasons
why you cannot achieve what you want in life instead it suggests you
become aware of what is stopping you jenny lynn co founder of the open
mind college achieve what you want in life includes the basic
psychological concepts the author used during his 23 years as a
successful professional therapist

A Life You Want 2013-08-17

life can be discouraging but taking charge can be empowering by pinpointing
what it is you re unhappy with and making goals to turn things around
you can create a life you want this book provides you with tips ideas
and suggestions to help you take charge of your life regardless of what
it is you re trying to change the book is broken down into sections
general planning motivation to keep you going and five parts dedicated
to individual categories of life changes money career health relationships
and making a difference if you re looking to take charge of your life and
turn it into something you love then you ve come to the right place
while it won t be easy these pages will help you on your journey

Live the Life YOU Want 2011-02-01

live the life you want is like no other book you have read in essence the
story is about the author s life but it is not about him it is about you
what that means is that no matter what your life has been you will find
parts of it or even all of it in this book tom was born to a totally
dysfunctional family where physical mental and emotional abuse was
almost a daily occurrence having been told all his life that he had been
born useless he finally arrived at a point at the age of eight where he
felt the only option left was to take his own life when that attempt



failed miserably in his child s mind he had the final proof that everything
his parents had said was true and even god had abandoned him tom
always finds a positive no matter what life deals to him however and
the positive admittedly not realised until many years later from this
event was that he took responsibility for all that was to come from
that day forth leaving home at the age of seventeen he pursued a love of
martial arts in the royal new zealand navy and a master in the chinese
arts whom he met in kowloon set tom on a path that would change
everything in his life live the life you want is more than a book having
achieved every personal and business goal he has ever set for himself tom
realised that there is more to success than just being told what you
need to do even more importantly you need the how and this book
combines as a manual in that it does provide that elusive how in the form
of checklists and exercises and stories it would be difficult to
understand how anyone could read and apply themselves to the
information here and not measurably change their life in the process the
book is written in the simplest language and terms and the age of people
who have already benefited from it to date ranges from eight to the mid
seventies

Ways to Create the Life You Want
2020-04-28

creating a life you want for your life might seem like a frivolous
fantastical waste of time but it s not creating a compelling vision of
the life you want is actually one of the most effective strategies for
achieving the life of your dreams perhaps the best way to look at the
concept of a life vision is as a compass to help guide you to take the
best actions and make the right choices that help propel you toward
your best life

Intentionality 2021-04-28

how can you go about expecting good things to happen to you every
day well much in the same way that you would expect the visit of a
dear friend or relative of yours or indeed a very important person vip
coming to visit you how do you do that i suppose you plan then prepare
to have them in your place right so that s exactly how you can expect



good things to happen in your life you plan for them and then prepare to
receive them and this planner is designed to help you do exactly that plan
and position yourself to receive or attain your goals
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Change Starts at Home 2011-11

what if you could create the life you want just by making some simple
changes well guess what you can living the life you truly desire isn t as
complicated as it seems your dreams are totally within your reach just
by making a few changes understanding what those changes need to be is
the key to transforming your life in this book you will learn the simple
tools to help you get clear on what you want uncover your real
purpose create an action plan to achieve your goals stop putting off
your dreams create better relationships and start living at your highest
potential make a commitment to yourself to create positive change
start taking action today and begin enjoying the life you desire and
deserve

Oprah's the Life You Want Love and Happiness
Journal 2022-10-15

finally a book that shows you how to smile more often have more money
in your pocket and achieve your wildest dreams do you want to
virtually guarantee your success do you want to crumple up that to
do list and throw it in the trash are you tired of listening to that whiny
coworker neighbor of yours complain about their uncle s daddy s
stepsister then it s time for you to take control in control how to get
the life you want the way you want it you ll learn how to simplify
your life how to make sure you never go broke how to achieve your
goals and why most people don t how to get rid of whiners and
complainers for good how to simplify decisions and get more done in
record time how to identify the reason you were born and much much more
if you re ready to walk into a room and command it at any moment know



that your bank account will always be full and be admired by everyone
you know then you re ready to take control

Control 2019-05-02

what kind of life would you want to live if money were no object and
you had all the free time in the world would you travel would you
treat your friends and family would drive fast cars and live in the house
of your dreams whatever you may want to have or experience in your
life you can learn how to turn that vision into a reality

You Can Have Anything You Want 2020-03

the author of the million copy bestseller do what you love the money
will follow now delivers a provocative sequel which shows readers
how to embrace the seven inner qualities of effective fulfilled
entrepreneurs a practical handbook for anyone who wants to do what
they love for a living

How To Create The Life You Desire
1995-12-15

the life you want is just within reach are you tired of not living up to
your potential are you finding nothing but struggle and heartache as
you go through life day in and day out or has your life just become dull
in the life you want the key to a happy and fulfilling life author brigitte
novalis gives you the key to open the door to a happier new life with her
background as an intuitive healer and therapist novalis has already
changed the lives of countless people for the better and with the
valuable information and meditations inside this book your new life is
even closer than you think that s because it all starts with you once
you accept that only you can change your mindset everything soon
becomes crystal clear the uplifting message and potent exercises
contained within this book will guide you to the life you ve always
wanted and deserved so stop worrying about the past or future buy
your copy today and start taking charge of your life because a happier
new life is out there waiting for you



To Build the Life You Want, Create the Work
You Love 2018-04-10

we know what you want we want it too you want a life where you
know you married the right person where you know that you are doing
your god given purpose where you can raise your families in peace and
when it is your time to die you can embrace that transition knowing that
you made a lasting difference in the world what if we told you the life
you dreamed about was more than just a figment of your imagination
what if the life you want is the one you were always meant to have in
their book build your best life kylan and rebecca openly share lessons
they have learned that have helped them on their journey how do you
build your life it starts ends and is filled to the brim with you to build
your best life you must be willing to apply knowledge not simply
collect it because your life will only be as successful as the lessons
you are willing to master so to a build a better life you must build a
better you

The Life You Want 2018-07-09

from worst to first in health and well being that is the mantra of body
for life author bill phillips as he lays out this personalized realistic
plan to help people become healthier happier and more alive concerned by
the unhealthy physical and emotional trends in u s populations bill
firmly believes the well being of the country can be completely
transformed in 10 years one person at a time after reading this book you
ll believe it too bill uses personal examples and touching stories to
exemplify that real people can and have overcome their worst to truly
reinvent their lives in his 18 week transformation program you ll learn
how to achieve a sustainable healthy lifestyle how to transcend your
unhealthy habits how to harness the power of a positive mindset how to
heal emotions and find happiness and how to live more deeply and
compassionately transformation is a process of reshaping your whole
person if body for life was a manual for the physique transformation is
the how to guide for invigorating the body mind and soul when you make
healthy changes in your life you are able to make a meaningful difference
in the lives of others and ultimately that is what transformation is all
about



Build Your Best Life 2010-06-21

creating the life you want to live from average to amazing in 30 days is
a compact no nonsense guide to living a rich and fulfilling life and
managing the obstacles on your path to that life dr dial shares proven
strategies for improving your self image boosting your confidence making
well informed decisions and minimizing the negative forces in your life she s
the best friend that tells it to you straight while making you laugh and
your therapist all rolled into one dr dial knows the obstacles you face
in making changes in your life and she knows how to help you overcome
them life is full of surprises just when you thought you were destined to
live an unremarkable life you realize you don t have to settle and you
find the courage to make a change just when you d given up on a goal or
lifelong dream something or someone gives you the strength and
determination to make it a reality change is hard and dr drema dial doesn
t sugarcoat that fact but she also knows the hard work that change
requires is worth it and that we are all capable of more than we think
we are in ten concise chapters dr dial addresses topics essential to an
amazing life from practicing self care and listening to your inner compass
to improving your communication skills and managing toxic people she
also includes real life stories of individuals who have taken control of
their destinies and changed their lives for the better whether you want
to replace a bad habit with a healthy one or you want to improve a
relationship dr dial s book and her amazing 30 challenge is a great place
to start your transformation you choose your goal and dr dial
provides tools information and weekly assignments to inspire and
motivate you along the way follow her advice and you ll be well on
your way to a life you want to live

Transformation 2014-02-14

traditional chinese edition of get the life you want the secrets to quick
and lasting life change with neuro linguistic programming through these 3
steps and 47 exercises richard bandler is able to help us make personal
changes that psycho therapy sometimes can t in traditional chinese
distributed by tsai fong books inc



Creating the Life You Want to Live 2013

this book felt like a good friend i recommend this book for people going
through a tough time and who are ready to help themselves but dont
know where to begin the success bridge on the front cover immediately
felt as if this book would get me to the other side there are lots of
books out there telling us what we should be doing and as a reader im
often left thinking yes i know but please tell me how this book is easy to
read easy to understand extremely educational and packed with
invaluable powerful inspirational instructions and suggestions there is
an awful lot covered so much so it felt like the good travel guide for
our mind however the fact that absolutely everything was covered made
this book so modern and refreshing in its view of the times we live in right
now sandra a self help book addict

Life You Want: Take Charge of Your Life! Money
2002-08

instant new york times and usa today bestseller republican presidential
candidate nikki haley s intimate and inspirational book celebrates the
world s most iconic women leaders if you want something said ask a man
if you want something done ask a woman margaret thatcher in the spirit
of thatcher s quote ambassador nikki r haley offers inspiring examples of
women who worked against obstacles and opposition to get things done
including haley herself as a brown girl growing up in bamberg south
carolina no one would have predicted she would become the first
minority female governor in america the first female and the first minority
governor in south carolina or the u s ambassador to the united nations
her journey wasn t an easy one she faced many people who thought she
didn t belong and who told her so she was too brown too female too
young too conservative too principled too idealistic as far as nikki was
concerned those were not reasons to hold her back those were all
reasons to forge ahead she drew inspiration from other trailblazing
women throughout history who summoned the courage to be different
and lead this personal and compelling book celebrates ten remarkable
women who dared to be bold from household names like margaret
thatcher and israel s former prime minister golda meir to jeane kirkpatrick
the first female u s ambassador to the united nations to lesser known



leaders like human rights activist cindy warmbier education advocate
virginia walden ford civil rights pioneer claudette colvin and more woven
with stories from haley s own childhood and political career if you
want something done will inspire the next generation of leaders

Go Create the Life You Want 2009

12 month goal setting journal for growing the life you ve always
wanted

Get the Life You Want 2016-06-17

have you ever asked lord what do you want me to do this question
could come during times of stress or hardship but it could also be simply
our desire to do what he wants us to do this book is a guide for a
variety of situations or circumstances where we need divine guidance all
we have to do is ask him for it one thing is certain none of us wants to
come to the end of our life and realize we lived without ever sincerely
asking the lord what he wanted us to do blessed is the man or woman
who can say on their deathbed lord i did what you wanted me to do this
will not happen unless we make it happen obedience to the lord s
commands often slips by without us asking am i doing what the lord
wants me to do is there anything more important than this i don t think
so open your heart for what the lord wants for you thou wilt keep him
in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on thee because he trusts in thee
isaiah 26 3

Improve Your Life 2022-10-04

you can live easy hard or hard easy this law will inevitably play itself
out so why not stop sabotaging your goals and relationships and use
it to your advantage this book will help you thoroughly understand
what s getting in the way of making the changes you want and how to
apply this law when faced with tough decisions



If You Want Something Done 2017

are you happy truly happy the good news is you can have everything you
want in your life inside you will learn how to know what you really
want how to stop waiting for life to happen how to improve your
health your home life and even your looks with just a few small changes
the step by step method to become anything you want to be the law of
attraction revealed and how to use it to get anything and everything
that you want in life there is a simple formula to get everything you
want in life just like a math problem or scientific formula happiness and
success in your life works the same way you truly can have anything
and everything that you want in life and it all starts with the first
step you must first know what you want to be able to build the type of
life that you want and deserve i ve seen a lot of people not living the
type of life they deserve to live i ve seen a lot of people struggling day
to day you don t have to live that way that s why i ve created this
very special book over the years i ve put together a proven roadmap for
living the type of life that you want to live if you follow what s inside
this roadmap you truly can change your life for the better forever

Live Like You Give A F**k! 2017-12

a no nonsense guide to letting go of limitations and creating the life you
want now

Growing the Life You Want 2019-05-09

a life planning system that will produce immediate benefits in your life

Lord, What Do You Want Me to Do?
2020-03-31

one of the most pressing needs of young men and ladies in life today is the
need to locate and connect with the right partner or spouse some know
exactly who they want to settle down with however they do not have
the required skill needed in attracting the one they want this book will
give you the skills you need



Hard Easy: A Get-Real Guide for Getting the Life
You Want 2016-04-25

do you have a dream in this book i show it is possible to create the dream
life you have wanted as long as you have the right mindset there are six
parts to this book each part has a different motivational theme i wanted
to take you on a journey with this book i will be using my posts to
illustrate my message to you in each section my hope is that by the time
you reach the end of this book you will be filled with the motivation to
tackle the world and whatever life has to throw at you my mission
with this book is to help you to see the true value of yourself and the
life you lead to inspire you to see that motivation and moments of true
happiness are all around you each part of this book is aim towards
inspiring you to take the necessary steps to chase your dream and create
the life you have always wanted something has always held you back
from going out and actively trying to achieve your dream what is it
that is holding back confidence fear lack of self worth laziness and
excuses with this book hopefully we can try and uncover those feelings
and hit them head on this is not a fix your life book by reading this book
you will not suddenly get everything you want there is no quick fix to
achieving your dream what this book does is put you in the right mindset
to get out there and tackle the world head on you have to put in the
hard work too this book is all about motivation and inspiration i hope
this book helps you to realise your dreams can come true and you are
worthy of the life you desire

How to Get Everything You Want in Life
2008-07-01

Be Who You Want, Have What You Want
2006



How to Create the Life You Want 2018-02-16

How to Attract the One You Want
2020-07-15

Your Dreams are Waiting for You
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